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Chasing River Jul 08 2020 A suspense-driven
New Adult romance novel from the USA TODAY
bestselling author ofTen Tiny Breaths.
Burying Water Feb 24 2022 The highly
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anticipated start of the “masterful” (New York
Journal of Books) romantic suspense series from
the beloved nationally bestselling author of Ten
Tiny Breaths. Left for dead in the fields of rural
Oregon, a young woman defies all odds and
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survives—but she awakens with no idea who she
is, or what happened to her. Refusing to answer
to “Jane Doe” for another day, the woman
renames herself “Water” for the tiny, hidden
marking on her body—the only clue to her past.
Taken in by old Ginny Fitzgerald, a crotchety but
kind lady living on a nearby horse farm, Water
slowly begins building a new life. But as she
attempts to piece together the fleeting slivers of
her memory, more questions emerge: Who is the
next-door neighbor, quietly toiling under the
hood of his Barracuda? Why won’t Ginny let him
step foot on her property? And why does Water
feel she recognizes him? Twenty-four-year-old
Jesse Welles doesn’t know how long it will be
before Water gets her memory back. For her
sake, Jesse hopes the answer is never. He knows
that she’ll stay so much safer—and happier—that
way. And that’s why, as hard as it is, he needs to
keep his distance. Because getting too close
could flood her with realities better left buried.
The trouble is, water always seems to find its
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way to the surface.
The Player Next Door Nov 23 2021 From the
international bestselling author of The Simple
Wild and Ten Tiny Breaths comes a new secondchance, hate-to-love romance. Scarlet Reed has
returned to Polson Falls, convinced that twelve
years away is long enough to shed her
humiliating childhood identity as the town
harlot's daughter. With a teaching job secured
and an adorable fixer-upper to call home, things
in her life are finally looking up. That is, until
she finds out that Shane Beckett lives next door.
Shane Beckett, the handsome and charismatic
high school star quarterback who smashed her
heart. The lying, cheating player who was
supposed to be long gone, living the pro football
dream and fooling women into thinking he's
Prince Charming. Shane Beckett, who is as
attractive as ever and flashing his dimples at her
as if he has done no wrong. Scarlet makes it
abundantly clear that old wounds have not been
forgotten. Neighbors they may be, but friends
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they most certainly are not. She won't allow
herself to fall for the single father and firefighter
again, no matter how many apologies he offers,
how many times he rushes to her aid, or how
hard he makes her heart pound. But as she
spends more time with him, she begins to fear
that maybe she's wrong. Maybe Shane has
changed. And maybe this time she's the one
playing herself-out of a chance at true
happiness.
Tempt Me Jan 02 2020 I ran from home to
escape heartbreak, only to deliver myself into
the hands of a wolf. Henry Wolf, that is. Heir to a
luxury hotel chain.Infamous playboy.Arrogant
bastard.And my new boss.Why he wants me,
Abbi Mitchell--a girl who lacks experience on
every front that would matter to him--as his
personal assistant, I cannot fathom, especially
when I keep messing up in the most spectacular
way.Did I already mention he's a bastard?A
beautiful, moody one, who's quick to demand,
slow to apologize.And toying with me every
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chance he gets. Testing me. Screwing with my
head in a way that makes my body crave him.He
knows it, and he doesn't hide the fact that he
enjoys doing it.He says he doesn't want me for
more than my mediocre computer skills and
color-coding flair.He says he's not willing to risk
losing his empire for a tangle in the sheets with
"the help." But I'm beginning to think that's a
big, dirty lie.
He Will Be My Ruin Jan 26 2022 K.A. Tucker
makes her suspense debut with this sexy, heart
pounding story of a young woman determined to
find justice after her best friend's death.
Keep Her Safe Mar 04 2020 LIANE MORIARTY
says that “No one writes twisted, suspenseful
novels quite like Sophie Hannah.” Packed with
twists and clues, simmering with tension, this
electrifying new thriller shows why. She's the
most famous murder victim in America. What if
she's not dead? Pushed to the breaking point,
Cara Burrows flees her home and family and
escapes to a five-star spa resort she can't afford.
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Late at night, exhausted and desperate, she lets
herself into her hotel room and is shocked to
find it already occupied — by a man and a
teenage girl. A simple mistake at the front
desk... but soon Cara realizes that the girl she
saw alive and well in the hotel room is someone
she can't possibly have seen: the most famous
murder victim in the country, Melody Chapa,
whose parents are serving natural life sentences
for her murder. Cara doesn't know what to trust
— everything she's read and heard about the
case, or the evidence of her own eyes. Did she
really see Melody? And is she prepared to ask
herself that question and answer it honestly if it
means risking her own life?
Five Ways to Fall Apr 28 2022 Young divorcée
Reese MacKay gets more than she bargained for
when a former college football star—and the
man whom she had a hot one-night stand with in
Cancun—begins working at the very company
where she is employed. Original.
The Edge of Never Aug 09 2020 Discover the
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beloved New York Times bestseller about two
lost souls who embark on an epic road trip and
find love along the way. A New York Times,USA
Today, and Wall Street Journal bestselling
blockbuster! Twenty-year-old Camryn Bennett
thought she knew exactly where her life was
going. But after a wild night at the hottest club
in downtown Raleigh, North Carolina, she
shocks everyone-including herself-when she
decides to leave the only life she's ever known
and set out on her own. Grabbing her purse and
her cell phone, Camryn boards a Greyhound bus
ready to find herself. Instead, she finds Andrew
Parrish. Sexy and exciting, Andrew lives life like
there is no tomorrow. He persuades Camryn to
do things she never thought she would and
shows her how to give in to her deepest, most
forbidden desires. Soon he becomes the center
of her daring new life, pulling love and lust and
emotion out of her in ways she never imagined
possible. But there is more to Andrew than
Camryn realizes. Will his secret push them
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inseparably together -- or destroy them forever?
Most of All You Dec 01 2019 From the New York
Times bestselling author of Archer's Voice comes
a heart-wrenching new stand-alone
contemporary romance. A broken woman . . .
Crystal learned long ago that love brings only
pain. Feeling nothing at all is far better than
being hurt again. She guards her wounded heart
behind a hard exterior and carries within her a
deep mistrust of men, who, in her experience,
have only ever used and taken. A man in need of
help . . . Then Gabriel Dalton walks into her life.
Despite the terrible darkness of his past, there's
an undeniable goodness in him. And even though
she knows the cost, Crystal finds herself drawn
to Gabriel. His quiet strength is wearing down
her defenses and his gentle patience is causing
her to question everything she thought she
knew. Only love can mend a shattered heart . . .
Crystal and Gabriel never imagined that the
world, which had stolen everything from them,
would bring them a deep love like this. Except
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fate will only take them so far, and now the
choice is theirs: Harden their hearts once again
or find the courage to shed their painful pasts.
Praise for Mia Sheridan: 'If you loved Archer's
Voice, you will love Most of All You... The writing
was truly beautiful and just sweeps you away
into the story' Aestas Book Blog 'Utterly
mesmerizing. An exquisite, beautifully written
romance' Samantha Young, New York Times
bestselling author 'Mia Sheridan has outdone
herself with this beautiful, uplifting story of two
broken souls finding themselves and each other.
I savored each word of Most of All You. This
story will stay with me forever' Corinne
Michaels, New York Times bestselling author
'Once again, Sheridan proves why she's an
automatic purchase. With heart and finesse, she
paints a romance in Most of All You that will
captivate you, heal you, and make you believe
that love can conquer all. An absolute five star
must read' K. Bromberg, New York Times
bestselling author 'I love the men Mia writes.
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She's able to create sensitive real men with
insane sex appeal' Renee Carlino, USA Today
bestselling author 'Exquisitely written and
utterly unique, this is the touching tale of two
broken people... and their journey of healing'
Natasha is a Book Junkie 'This is a story that will
no doubt own you - a tale of love, determination,
hope and healing brought to life by that
intangible magic we've come to expect from Mia
Sheridan' Vilma Iris 'Heartbreaking... inspiring,
uplifting and raw...' RT Book Reviews, 5 Star
Gold Pick '[A] magnificent story of two kindred,
shattered spirits finding hope and partnership
and eventually love' Washington Post
'PHENOMENAL. This is Mia Sheridan at her
very best - my favorite read of the year! A.L.
Jackson, New York Times bestselling author
Ten Tiny Breaths Sep 02 2022
A Fate of Wrath & Flame Nov 11 2020 She
would know the world of vengeful gods and
monsters, and the lengths one would go for love.
And nothing would ever be the same for her
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again. Gifted thief Romeria has flourished from
her days as a street kid pilfering wallets to
survive. Now she thrives, stealing jewels from
the rich under the involuntary employ of New
York City’s most notorious crime boss. But when
an enigmatic woman secures her services at
swordpoint, Romeria is plunged into a startling
realm of opposing thrones, warring elven, and
elemental magic she cannot begin to fathom.
Her quest is straightforward: Steal a stone from
Islor’s sacred garden without anyone
discovering her true identity, which would earn
her certain death. But the identity she has
inexplicably assumed is that of the captured
Ybarisan princess—an enemy to Islor after she
poisoned their beloved king and queen on the
day she was to marry the prince. Her betrothed,
the newly crowned King Zander, detests her
with every grain of his handsome being.
Fortunately for Romeria, she is more valuable to
him alive than dead. Zander gives her a choice:
life in a cell, or an acquittal of all charges in
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exchange for her help in exposing the growing
plot against him. Romeria sees no other option
and embraces the tricky role of smitten queento-be until she can escape, a ruse that brings her
far closer to the king than she anticipated and
threatens more than her safety. As she digs
deeper into this sacred garden and the ancient
feud between Ybaris and Islor, she discovers
monstrous truths that could spell ruin for all.
Four Seconds to Lose Aug 01 2022 "Owning a
strip club isn't the fantasy most guys expect it to
be. With long hours, a staff with enough issues
to keep a psych ward in business, and the police
checking up on him regularly, twenty-seven year
old Cain is starting to second guess his silent
mission to save these women. That is, until a tiny
angel named Charlie walks through his door.
Blonde and blue-eyed, sweet as can be, this
dancer's sad smile opens up old wounds. She
reminds him so much of Penny. As much as Cain
tries to avoid being that creepy strip club boss
who dates his staff, he can't help but be
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attracted to Charlie. As he grows closer to her,
waiting for her to turn her life around, he
discovers that she's headed down a dangerous
path, the same one that claimed the other
important women in his life"-Ten Tiny Breaths Oct 03 2022 After a terrible
car accident destroys her life as she knew it,
twenty-year-old Kacey escapes to Florida, where
she encounters an irresistible man determined
to capture her wounded heart. Just breathe,
Kacey. Ten tiny breaths. Seize them. Feel them.
Love them. Four years ago, Kacey Cleary’s life
imploded when her car was hit by a drunk
driver, killing her parents, boyfriend, and best
friend. Still haunted by memories of being
trapped inside, listening to her mother take her
last breath, Kacey wants to leave her past
behind. Armed with two bus tickets, Kacey and
her fifteen-year-old sister, Livie, escape Grand
Rapids, Michigan, to start over in Miami. They’re
struggling to make ends meet at first, but
Kacey’s not worried. She can handle
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anything—anything but her mysterious neighbor
in apartment 1D. Trent Emerson has smoldering
blue eyes and deep dimples, and perfectly skates
that irresistible line between nice guy and bad
boy. Hardened by her tragic past, Kacey is
determined to keep everyone at a distance, but
their mutual attraction is undeniable, and Trent
is desperate to find a way into Kacey’s guarded
heart—even if it means revealing an explosive
secret that could shatter both their worlds.
Crow’S Row Dec 13 2020 For college student
Emily Sheppard, the thought of spending a
summer alone in New York is much more
preferable than spending it in France with her
parents. Just completing her freshman year at
Callister University, Emily faces a quiet summer
in the city slums, supporting herself by working
at the campus library. During one of her jogs
through the nearby cemetery while visiting her
brother Bills grave, Emily witnesses a brutal
killingand then she blacks out. When Emily
regains consciousness, she realizes shes been
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kidnapped by a young crime boss and his gang.
She is hurled into a secret underworld,
wondering why she is still alive and for how
long. Held captive in rural Vermont, she tries to
make sense of her situation and what it means.
While uncovering secrets about her brother and
his untimely death, Emily falls in love with her
very rich and very dangerous captor, twenty-sixyear-old Cameron. She understands its a
forbidden love and one that wont allow her to
return to her previous life. But love may not be
enough to save Emily when no one even knows
she is missing.
Respire Episode 7 (Ten tiny breaths) May 18
2021 Un road movie sentimental À à peine 20
ans, la vie de Kacey bascule dans la tragédie :
ses parents, sa meilleure amie et son copain
meurent dans un accident de voiture. Elle est la
seule survivante de la famille, avec sa sœur Livie
qui n'était heureusement pas avec eux ce jour-là.
Alors qu'elles sont confiées à la garde d'un oncle
et d'une tante peu scrupuleux, Kacey décide de
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prendre sa vie et celle de sa sœur, en main.
Ensemble elles vont tenter de se reconstruire à
l'autre bout du pays, en Floride.
Pushing the Limits Sep 09 2020 Rendered a
subject of gossip after a traumatic night that left
her with terrible scars on her arms, Echo is
dumped by her boyfriend and bonds with badboy Noah, whose tough attitude hides an
understanding nature and difficult secrets.
Say You Still Love Me Dec 25 2021
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER The bestselling
author of The Simple Wild and Keep Her Safe
and “master of steamy romance” (Kirkus
Reviews) delivers a sizzling novel about an
ambitious and high-powered executive who
reconnects with her first love: the boy who broke
her heart. Life is a mixed bag for Piper Calloway.
On the one hand, she’s a twenty-nine-year-old VP
at her dad’s multibillion-dollar real estate
development firm, and living the high single life
with her two best friends in a swanky downtown
penthouse. On the other hand, she’s considered
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a pair of sexy legs in a male-dominated world
and constantly has to prove her worth. Plus she’s
stuck seeing her narcissistic ex-fiancé—a fellow
VP—on the other side of her glass office wall
every day. Things get exponentially more
complicated for Piper when she runs into Kyle
Miller—the handsome new security guard at
Calloway Group, and coincidentally the first love
of her life. The guy she hasn’t seen or heard
from since they were summer camp counselors
together. The guy from the wrong side of the
tracks. The guy who apparently doesn’t even
remember her name. Piper may be a highpowered businesswoman now, but she soon
realizes that her schoolgirl crush is still alive and
strong, and crippling her concentration. What’s
more, despite Kyle’s distant attitude, she’s
convinced their reunion isn’t at all coincidental,
and that his feelings for her still run deep. And
she’s determined to make him admit to them, no
matter the consequences.
Easy Aug 28 2019 Easy is a New York Times
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bestseller - a must-read in the New Adult genre
for everyone who loves Slammed by Colleen
Hoover or Beautiful Disaster by Jamie McGuire.
Deeply romantic and utterly gripping, this is not
to be missed. "I took a deep breath and exhaled
it slowly before turning around. It was Lucas
who stood there. His gaze was penetrating, not
wavering for a moment, and my pulse hammered
under his silent scrutiny. I couldn't remember
the last time I'd been so full of pure, unqualified
desire." Lucas is the stranger who saved
Jacqueline from an attack by a fellow student she'd never noticed him before then, and now
he's everywhere. But can Jacqueline trust him or will the secrets he's hiding come between
them?
Ten tiny breaths Feb 12 2021
Come Back to Me Jun 26 2019 Originally
published: London: Pan Books, 2014.
Becoming Rain Jul 20 2021 Luke Boone doesn't
know exactly what his uncle Rust is involved in
but he wants in on it. It's not exactly legal, but it
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puts him behind the wheel of a Porsche 911 and
onto the radar of gorgeous socialite named Rain.
Clara Bertelli is one of the most successful
undercover officers in the Washington, DC,
major crime unit, and she's going deep
undercover as Rain Martines in order to expose
one of the West coast's most notorious car theft
rings. As the lines between right and wrong start
to blur, will she be able to leave it all behind?
Ten Tiny Breaths Nov 04 2022 Four years after
surviving a car accident that took the lives of her
parents, Kacey Cleary adapts to a new life in
Miami with her fifteen-year-old sister, while her
mysterious neighbor Trent softens her
determination to keep people at a distance.
Respire Episode 4 (Ten tiny breaths) Apr 16
2021 Un road movie sentimental À à peine 20
ans, la vie de Kacey bascule dans la tragédie :
ses parents, sa meilleure amie et son copain
meurent dans un accident de voiture. Elle est la
seule survivante de la famille, avec sa sœur Livie
qui n'était heureusement pas avec eux ce jour-là.
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Alors qu'elles sont confiées à la garde d'un oncle
et d'une tante peu scrupuleux, Kacey décide de
prendre sa vie et celle de sa sœur, en main.
Ensemble elles vont tenter de se reconstruire à
l'autre bout du pays, en Floride.
Forever Wild Sep 21 2021 From the
international bestselling author of The Simple
Wild comes Forever Wild, a novella that
continues the story of Calla’s journey to the
Alaskan wild and a life she never imagined for
herself. The holiday season is upon Calla and
Jonah, and with the mistletoe and gingerbread
comes plenty of family drama. Jonah is bracing
himself for two weeks with a stepfather he
loathes, and while Calla is looking forward to her
mother and Simon’s arrival, she dreads the
continued pressure to set a date for their
wedding … in Toronto. Add in one bullheaded
neighbor’s unintentional meddling and another
cantankerous neighbor’s own family strife, and
Christmas in Trapper’s Crossing will be anything
but simple.
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Surviving Ice Jun 06 2020 Ivy, a talented tattoo
artist who spent the early part of her twenties on
the move, is finally looking for a place to call
home. She thinks she might have found it in San
Francisco, but all that changes when she
witnesses a terrible crime. She's ready to pack
up her things yet again, when a random
encounter with a stranger keeps her in the city,
giving her reason to stay after all. That is, until
Ivy discovers that their encounter wasn't
random.
Dance of Shadows Mar 28 2022 Fifteen-year-old
Vanessa follows her sister Margaret to an elite
Manhattan ballet school, not only gaining
admission but also earning the lead in a
production of the Firebird, while trying to
uncover why and how Margaret and other lead
dancers have disappeared.
Until It Fades Oct 23 2021 "Twenty-four-year-old
truck stop waitress and single mother Catherine
Wright has simple goals: to give her five-year-old
daughter a happy life and to never again be the
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talk of the town in Balsam, Pennsylvania-population two thousand outside of tourist
season. And then one foggy night, on a lonely
road back from another failed attempt at a
relationship, Catherine saves a man's life. It isn't
until after the police have arrived that Catherine
realizes exactly who it is she has saved: Brett
Madden, hockey icon and media darling"-In Her Wake May 30 2022 Series information
from the publisher's website.
Respire - tome 1 (Ten tiny breaths) Jan 14
2021 Un road movie sentimental À à peine 20
ans, la vie de Kacey bascule dans la tragédie :
ses parents, sa meilleure amie et son copain
meurent dans un accident de voiture. Elle est la
seule survivante de la famille, avec sa sœur Livie
qui n'était heureusement pas avec eux ce jour-là.
Alors qu'elles sont confiées à la garde d'un oncle
et d'une tante peu scrupuleux, Kacey décide de
prendre sa vie et celle de sa sœur, en main.
Ensemble elles vont tenter de se reconstruire à
l'autre bout du pays, en Floride.
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One Tiny Lie Jun 30 2022 Livie Cleary faces a
new set of challenges as she navigates freshman
year at Princeton, a time involving wild parties
and the gorgeous rowing team captain who is
everything she doesn't want in a guy--or so she
thinks. Original.
The Sea of Tranquility May 06 2020 A School
Library Journal Best Book of 2013 An
ALA/YALSA Alex Award Winner I live in a world
without magic or miracles. A place where there
are no clairvoyants or shapeshifters, no angels
or superhuman boys to save you. A place where
people die and music disintegrates and things
suck. I am pressed so hard against the earth by
the weight of reality that some days I wonder
how I am still able to lift my feet to walk. Two
and a half years after an unspeakable tragedy
left her a shadow of the girl she once was,
Nastya Kashnikov moves to a new town
determined to keep her dark past hidden and
hold everyone at a distance. But her plans only
last so long before she finds herself inexplicably
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drawn to the one person as isolated as herself:
Josh Bennett. Josh’s story is no secret. Every
person he loves has been taken from his life
until, at seventeen years old, there is no one left.
When your name is synonymous with death,
everyone tends to give you your space. Everyone
except Nastya who won’t go away until she’s
insinuated herself into every aspect of his life.
But as the undeniable pull between them
intensifies, he starts to wonder if he will ever
learn the secrets she’s been hiding—or if he
even wants to. The Sea of Tranquility is a rich,
intense, and brilliantly imagined story about a
lonely boy, an emotionally fragile girl, and the
miracle of second chances.
Connected Sep 29 2019 What if a “Once in a
Lifetime” could happen twice? In Dahlia
London’s world, happily ever after is a far cry
from reality. Her soul has been left completely
shattered by tragedy. But a surprising reunion
with someone from her past is about to give her
a reason to love again… When rock star River
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Wilde comes back into Dahlia’s life, their supercharged connection runs deeper than either of
them ever expected. The more time they spend
together, the more intense their relationship
becomes, and Dahlia believes at last she has
found her soul mate. But as old bonds fade and
Dahlia’s grief begins to lift, her guilt and
confusion remain. River desperately wants to be
the one who mends what’s been broken—but
with a past that refuses to stay buried, is it
possible for their future to begin?
The Coincidence of Callie and Kayden Oct 30
2019 THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR I remember everything
about that day, like the images have been
burned into my brain by a branding iron. But I
wish they would blow away in the wind. Callie
has grown up keeping her feelings locked away
from the outside world, and as her painful past
threatens to consume her life, most days it's a
struggle just to breathe. For as long as Kayden
can remember, suffering in silence has been the
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only way to survive, until one night when Callie
and Kayden's worlds collide. After that moment,
Kayden can't stop thinking about Callie and
when they end up at the same college, he does
everything in his power to convince her that it
isn't coincidence, it's fate. Lose yourself in the
New York Times bestselling sensation that is
enchanting readers everywhere -- discover an
addictive story filled with unforgettable
characters, intense passion and heart-stopping
romance.
The Simple Wild Oct 11 2020 City girl Calla
Fletcher attempts to reconnect with her
estranged father, and unwittingly finds herself
torn between her desire to return to the bustle
of Toronto and a budding relationship with a
rugged Alaskan pilot in this masterful new
romance from acclaimed author K.A. Tucker.
Calla Fletcher was two when her mother took
her and fled the Alaskan wild, unable to handle
the isolation of the extreme, rural lifestyle,
leaving behind Calla’s father, Wren Fletcher, in
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the process. Calla never looked back, and at
twenty-six, a busy life in Toronto is all she
knows. But when her father reaches out to
inform her that his days are numbered, Calla
knows that it’s time to make the long trip back
to the remote frontier town where she was born.
She braves the roaming wildlife, the odd
daylight hours, the exorbitant prices, and even
the occasional—dear God—outhouse, all for the
chance to connect with her father: a man who,
despite his many faults, she can’t help but care
for. While she struggles to adjust to this new
subarctic environment, Jonah—the quiet,
brooding, and proud Alaskan pilot who keeps her
father’s charter plane company
operational—can’t imagine calling anywhere else
home. And he’s clearly waiting with one hand on
the throttle to fly this city girl back to where she
belongs, convinced that she’s too pampered to
handle the wild. Jonah is probably right, but
Calla is determined to prove him wrong. As time
passes, she unexpectedly finds herself forming a
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bond with the burly pilot. As his undercurrent of
disapproval dwindles, it’s replaced by
friendship—or perhaps something deeper? But
Calla is not in Alaska to stay and Jonah will
never leave. It would be foolish of her to kindle a
romance, to take the same path her parents
tried—and failed at—years ago. It’s a simple
truth that turns out to be not so simple after all.
Respire Episode 5 (Ten tiny breaths) Mar 16
2021 Un road movie sentimental À à peine 20
ans, la vie de Kacey bascule dans la tragédie :
ses parents, sa meilleure amie et son copain
meurent dans un accident de voiture. Elle est la
seule survivante de la famille, avec sa sœur Livie
qui n'était heureusement pas avec eux ce jour-là.
Alors qu'elles sont confiées à la garde d'un oncle
et d'une tante peu scrupuleux, Kacey décide de
prendre sa vie et celle de sa sœur, en main.
Ensemble elles vont tenter de se reconstruire à
l'autre bout du pays, en Floride.
Surrender To Me Jul 28 2019 Surrender to Me
is Book Four in the highly addictive forbidden
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romance The Wolf Hotel series I have battled my
controlling family and won. I finally have what I
want most-the wickedly sinful billionaire Henry
Wolf, committed to me and within arm's reach
most nights. If only it could stay that way.
Because now I find myself caught between two
titans vying for the Wolf empire, worth enough
to make any moral man lethal. And Henry's
brother is immoral to the bone. What will Henry
do to save what he loves? And will I fall into that
category? Surrender to Me should be read after
Tempt Me, Break Me, and Teach Me.
The Wim Hof Method Apr 04 2020 STAR OF
BBC ONE'S FREEZE THE FEAR 'I've never felt
so alive' JOE WICKS 'A fascinating look at Wim's
incredible life and method' FEARNE COTTON
My hope is to inspire you to retake control of
your body and life by unleashing the immense
power of the mind. 'The Iceman' Wim Hof shares
his remarkable life story and powerful method
for supercharging your health and happiness.
Refined over forty years and championed by
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scientists across the globe, you'll learn how to
harness three key elements of Cold, Breathing
and Mindset to take ownership over your own
mind and wellbeing. 'The book will change your
life' BEN FOGLE 'Wim is a legend of the power
ice has to heal and empower' BEAR GRYLLS
Be the Girl Aug 21 2021 From the national
bestselling author of the Ten Tiny Breaths series
and The Simple Wild comes a poignant story
about a girl trying to change her future while
evading her past. Almost sixteen-year-old Aria
Jones is starting over. New postal code, new last
name, new rules. But she doesn't mind, because
it means she can leave her painful regrets
behind. In the bustling town of Eastmonte, she
can become someone else. Someone better. With
the Hartford family living next door, it seems she
will succeed. Sure, Cassie Hartford may be the
epitome of social awkwardness thanks to her
autism, but she also offers an innocent and
sincere friendship that Aria learns to appreciate.
And Cassie's older brother, Emmett--a popular
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Junior A hockey player with a bright future--well
... Aria wishes that friendship could lead to
something more. If he didn't already have a
girlfriend, maybe it would. But Aria soon finds
herself in a dicey moral predicament that could
derail her attempt at a fresh start and make her
a pariah in her school. It is her loyalty to Cassie
and her growing crush on Emmett that leads her
to make a risky move, one that earns her a
vindictive enemy who is determined to splinter
her happy new world.
Wild At Heart: A Novel Jun 18 2021 From the
internationally bestselling author of The Simple
Wild comes the continuation of a woman’s
journey to the Alaskan wild and a life she never
imagined for herself. Calla Fletcher returns to
Toronto a different person, struggling to find
direction and still very much in love with the
rugged bush pilot she left behind. So, when
Jonah arrives on her doorstep with a proposition
she can’t dismiss, she takes the leap and rushes
back to Alaska to begin their exciting future
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together. But Calla soon learns that even the
best of intentions don’t always lead to the
intended outcomes, and that compromise comes
with a hefty price tag—and a log cabin in rural
Alaska that feels as isolating as the Western
tundra. With Jonah gone more than he’s home,
one neighbor who insists on transforming her
into a true Alaskan, and another who seems
more likely to shoot her than come to her aid,
Calla grapples with forging her own path. In a
world where with roaming wildlife and harsh
environmental challenges, just stepping foot
outside her front door becomes daunting some
days. Leaving her to wonder if perhaps she is
doomed to follow in her mother’s fleeing
footsteps after all.
Atria Books: A Booklovers Sampler Feb 01 2020
You’ve heard of love at first sight—but have you
experienced love at first read? Introducing six of
the most talented new voices in contemporary
women’s fiction. Prepare to fall head over heels
for… Beautiful Disaster by Jamie McGuire Abby
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Abernathy is a good girl, who could bring the
ultimate bad boy to his knees…but not before
the secrets of her own dark past come back to
haunt her. Love Unscripted by Tina Reber Taryn
Mitchell is nursing a recent heartbreak, and
content to keep her distance from men for a
while…until Hollywood’s most sought after actor
walks into her small-town pub and turns her
world upside down. Naked by Raine Miller
Brynne Bennett is an American art student in
London swept up in a torrid love affair with a
sexy, successful businessman—who proves to be
as domineering in the bedroom as he is in the
boardroom. One Tiny Lie by K.A. Tucker After
navigating the death of her parents and her
older sister’s self-destructive phase, smart and
stable Livie thinks Princeton should be a
breeze—but Jell-O shots, a party-animal
roommate she can’t say “no” to, and Ashton, the
gorgeous but arrogant captain of the men’s
rowing team were definitely not part of the
plan… The Sea of Tranquility by Katja Millay A
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story of first love—and forever love: In the midst
of a bustling high school, a fragile girl and a
lonely boy find each other. As they grow closer,
the attraction between them grows, too—but can
either of them risk losing the friendship that’s
saved them from their troubled pasts for a
romance that might just shape their future?
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Slammed by Colleen Hoover The unexpected
death of her father has left Layken feeling lost
and invisible—until she meets Will, her new
neighbor and a passionate poet. Sparks soon
fly…but a shocking discovery could bring their
relationship to a slamming halt before it’s even
fully begun.
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